Discharging a Patient to SFMC IP Rehab

To send your patient to the Rehab center located in the hospital, use the “Discharge to SFMC IP Rehab” tab located under the discharge navigator. Keep in mind that this tab is only used for the Rehab center located in the hospital. To send your patient to another Rehab facility outside the hospital, use the normal discharge tab.

**Try It Out**

1. Click on the Discharge activity, then select the “Discharge to SFMC IP Rehab” tab.
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2. To complete your med reconciliation, click on D/C Readmit Orders link.
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3. After completing steps 1 (Review current Orders) and 2 (Reconcile Home Medications), in step 3, use the magnifying glass to select a disposition of “Inpatient Rehab Facility at SFMC”.
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4. In the Order Sets section, search for “Rehab” and select the “Admission Orders Inpatient Rehabilitation”.
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5. Complete the Order set and continue to step 4.

6. Review all the decisions made in steps 1 – 2, new Orders placed in step 3 and click **Sign & Hold** (Orders will be initiated when patient arrives in Rehab).

**You Can Also...**
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